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Speaking Event
Heritage Beyond the Forest
“I am honored to have been invited
to speak to the members and guests
of the DFW World Affairs Council in
Dallas on Tuesday, September 29,
2015 HKS Inc. in downtown Dallas.

“Interested in purchasing copies of Beyond the Forest
as gifts, perhaps for a donation to a special library or for
your own collection? Books will be available at the event
or visit the UT Press Website or Amazon today.
Beyond the Forest
Jewish Presence In Eastern Europe, 2004-2012

Reception: 6:30pm
Program and Book Signing: 7pm
The program is open to the public.
“My family’s connection to the history of the Jews of Eastern Europe inspired my long
term project and my book, Beyond the Forest, which was published by the University
of Texas Press last fall. I will be speaking about my personal as well as the universal
implications of this journey and of my photographic vision for this multifaceted work.
Click for information and tickets

A personal perspective on Jewish Presence and Absence
in a range of urban and rural communities in Poland and
Ukraine.
Introduction by Anda Rottenberg
Afterward by Joseph Skibell
Illustrated essay by Loli Kantor

Kantor in LensWork and LensWork Extended #87
There Was a Forest

Using the small, contact print format, these platinum and palladium prints from Loli
Kantor have the feel of aged photographs, perhaps family photos. They evoke memories
and hint of a time a generation or two ago. And how appropriate that they do so,
calling our attention to the lost family members and the few remaining ones from the
Jewish communities of Ukraine and Poland. In this personal project, Kantor explores her
own Jewish cultural legacy in these small villages and remaining communities.
Back issues of LensWork Extended perpetually available here.

